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Abstract- In sensing and pervasive computing ad-hoc low-power wireless networks are an exciting research. Prior
security work has first focused on denial of commun ication a t the routing or levels of media access control. This paper
examine resource depletion attacks at routing protocol layer, wh ich disable networks by quickly draining node's battery
power. These “Vampire” attacks are not specific to any particular protocol, but rather depend on the properties of many
well known classes of routing protocols. We find that all examined protocols are affected to Vampire attacks ,which are
destructing, hard to detect, and are easy to carry out using as few as one malicious insider sending only protocol
compliant messages. In case of worst case, a single Vampire can increase network-wide energy usage by a factor of O(N),
where N in the number of nodes of network. The methods we discuss to mitigate these types of attacks which includes a
new proof-of- concept protocol that bounds the damage caused by Vamp ires during the packet forward ing phase.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In future ad-hoc wireless sensor networks (WSNs) will p resent exciting new applications, such as on- demand
computing power, continuous connectivity and instantly-deployable commun ication for first responders and military. These
networks already consider environ mental c o n d i t i o n s , factory performance, and troop deployment, to name some
applications. Now-a- days WSN become mo re popular but its functioning towards the people and industry is bulky so
the reasons behind it -lack of availability of network, lost productivity, po wer outages, environ mental destruction, and even
lost lives. So to overcome these we can use the wireless ad-hoc network. These methods can stop attacks from
happening on the short-term availab ility of a network but they do not address attacks that affect long-term availability
— the most permanent denial of service attack is to completely destruct battery life of node. This system also consider
how routing protocols lack security fro m vampire attacks since they drain the life fro m nodes in the networks. These
attacks are different fro m previously-seen DoS, reduction of quality (RoQ), and routing infrastructure attacks as
they do not disrupt immediate availability, but work over time to completely disable a network. Vampire attacks
are not protocol-specific and they do not depend on design properties or implementation faults of specific routing
protocols, but rather exploit properties of protocol classes such as lin k-state, distance-vector, source routing, and
geographic and beacon routing. Vampire attacks do not depend on flooding the network with large amounts of data rather
try to transmit as little data as possible to get the largest energy drain wh ich prevents a rate limiting solution. These
attacks are very hard to detect and prevent because Vampires use protocol-compliant messages. Evaluate the vulnerabilities
of existing protocols to routing layer battery reduction attacks. Existing work on secure routing attempts to confirm
that intruder cannot cause path discovery to return an invalid net work path, but Vampires do not modify
discovered paths instead of that it uses existing valid network paths and protocol compliant messages. Protocols that
increases power efficiency are also inappropriate because they depend on cooperative node behaviour and cannot
optimize out malicious work. To bound the damage from Vampire attacks during forwarding of packets modify an existing
sensor network routing protocol .The effect of Vampire attacks are consider on link-state, distance vector, source routing
and beacon routing protocols also a logical ID-based sensor network routing protocol. According to above stated
protocols we view the covered protocols as an important subset of the routing solution that our attacks are likely to
apply to other protocols. All routing protocols employ at least one topology discovery period. Our attackers are
malicious insiders having the same resources and level of network access as honest nodes. Attacker location within the
network is assumed to be fixed and random. This is far from the strongest adversary model; rather this configuration
represents the average expected damage fro m Vampire attacks. Smart adversary placement or dynamic node
compro mise would make attacks far more damaging. While for the rest of the project will assume that a node is
permanently d isabled once its battery power is exhausted, consider nodes that recharge their batteries in the place, using
either continuous charging or switching bet ween active and recharge cycles. In case of continuous charging ,
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power-draining attacks would be effective only if the adversary is able to consume power at least as fast as nodes can
recharge. Considering that packet processing drains at least as much energy from the vict ims as fro m the attacker, a
continuously recharging adversary can keep at least one node permanently disabled at the cost of its own
functionality.

II.

LI T E RAT URE S URVEY

We do not imp ly that power draining itself is novel, but these attacks have not been defined, evaluated, or mitigated at the
routing layer. Power exh austion can be found in [13], as “sleep deprivation torture.” The attack prevents nodes from
entering a low-po wer sleep cycle, and deplete their batteries faster. The new research on “denial of-sleep” only considers
attacks at the medium access control(MAC) layer [11]. It also mentions resource exhaustion at the MAC and
transport layers [12, 15], but offers rate limiting and eliminat ion of insider attackers as potential solutions. Malicious
cycles (routing loops) are briefly ment ioned [2, 10], but no effective defenses are discussed other than increasing
efficien cy of the MAC and routing protocols away from source routing. In non-power-constrained systems, reduction of
resources such as memory, CPU time, and bandwidth may easily cause problems. A well-known examp le is the SYN
flood attack, where attackers make mu ltip le connection requests to a server, wh ich in turn will allocate resources for each
connection request, eventually running out of resources, while the attacker, who allocates less resources, remains
operational(since he does not intend to complete the connection handshake). These attacks can be defeated by putting
greater load on the connecting entity. These solutions place less load on legitimate clients who only initiate a s mall
number of connections, but deter malicious entities who will attempt a large number. This is actually a form
of rate limiting, and not always desirable as it punishes nodes who create burst y traffic but does not send much total
data over the lifetime of the network. Since Vamp ire attacks depend on amplification, such solutions does not be
sufficiently effective to justify the large load on legitimate nodes. There is a past literature on attacks and defences against
quality of service (QoS) degradation , or reduction of quality (RoQ) attacks, that create long-term reduction in network
performance [6, 7]. The main focus of this work is on the transport layer rather than routing protocols, so these defences
are not applicable. Since Vampires do not drop packets, the quality of the malicious path remain h igh. Other wor k on
denial of service in ad-hoc wireless networks has primarily deal with attackers who prevent route setup, disrupt
communication, or establish routes through themselves to drop, manipulate, or monitor packets. The effect of denial of
service on the life of battery and other finite node resources has not been a security consideration, making our work
tangential to the research mentioned above. Protocols which specify security in terms of path discover y success, ensuring
that only valid network paths are found, cannot protect against Vampire attacks because Vampires do not use or return
illegal routes or prevent communication in the short term. The current work in min imal-energy routing, wh ich increases
the lifet ime of power-constrained networks by using less energy to transmit and receive packets[3,5] is orthogonal:
these protocols focus on cooperative nodes and not malicious scenarios.
Eugene Y. Vasserman [6] In this paper explores resource depletion attacks at the routing protocol layer, which permanently
damage the networks by quickly drain ing nodes’ battery power. These “Vampire” attacks are not specific to any specific
protocol, but rather rely on the properties of many popular classes of routing protocols. We find that all examined protocols
are susceptible to Vampire attacks, which are devastating, difficu lt to detect, and are easy to carry out using as few as one
malicious insider sending only protocol compliant messages. Vamp ire attacks do not depend on particular protocols or
implementations, but rather expose vulnerabilities in a number of popular protocol classes. We showed a number of proof of-concept attacks against representative examples of existing routing protocols using a small nu mber of weak adversaries.
A source composes and transmits the packet to the next hop node, which in turn relays the packet further, until the packet
reaches its destination. However, this multihop relaying can consume the resources at each node. So, the process of routing
a packet itself leads to resource exhaustion. Further, a malicious node within the path traced by the packet can cause an
increase in the energy consumption while sending the same number of messages as an honest node.
In minimal-energy routing scenarios Vampires will increase energy usage and these attacks cannot be prevented at the
MAC layer or through cross-layer feedback when power-conserving MAC protocols are used. Attackers will create packets
wh ich traverse mo re hops than require, so even if nodes consume less required energy to transmit packets, each packet is
still mo re costly to transmit in the presence of Vampires. Our work can be thought of attack-resistant minimal-energy
routing, where the attacker’s goal includes decreasing savings in energy. The scientist Deng et al. discuss path based
DoS attacks and defences in [4], using one-way hash chains to limit the nu mber of packets sent by a given node, limiting
the rate at which nodes can transmit packets. This strategy protects against traditional DoS, where the malefactor
overwhelms honest nodes with large amounts of data, it does not protect against “intelligent” attackers who use a small
number of packets or do not originate packets at all. Using intelligent packet-dropping strategies, the scientist Aad et al.
show how protocol-comp liant malicious intermediaries can significantly degrade performance of TCP streams traversing
those nodes [1]. Ou r attackers are also protocol-comp liant in the sense that they use well-for med routing protocol
messages. However, they either create messages when honest nodes would not, or send packets with protocol headers
distinct from what an honest node would produce in the same situation. Another path-based attack is the wormhole attack,
first introduced in [9]. With either a physical or virtual private connection it allows t wo non - neighbouring malicious nodes
to emulate a neighbour relationship, even in secure routing systems. These links are not made visible to other members of
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network, but can be used by the colluding nodes to privately exchange messages. Similar tricks can be played using
directional antennas. These attacks deny service b y disrupting route discovery, returning routes that traverse the wormhole
and have artificially lo w associated cost metrics. The authors propose a defense against wormhole and directional antenna
attacks but their solution comes at a high cost which is not always applicable. The authors assume that packet travel time
dominates processing time, which is not be borne out in latest wireless networks, particularly lo w power wireless
sensor networks.
III.

METHODOLOGY

Attack on Stateless Protocols
Attacks that targets source routing are mention belo w :
Carousel attack: Here attacker creates packets with purposely introduced routing loops and sends packets in circles that
targets source routing protocols by exploit ing the limited verificat ion of message headers at for warding nodes that
allows a single packet to repeatedly travel through the same set of nodes. In carousel attack, an attacker sends
a packet with a ro ute which consists of a series of loops, such that the sa m e node appears in the route more than
one time. T his strategy can be used to increase the length of the rout e beyond the number of nodes in the network
wh ich is only limited by the nu mber of allowed entries in the source route.

Algorith m for Carousel Attack
Carousel_Attack(ip_address,packet)
{
Ext ract the source address Find next closest neighbour. If(next!=receiver)
{
Forward the packet. ip=neighbour_ip. Carousel_Attack(ip_address,packet)
}
}
Stretch attack
In stretch attack, where a malicious node constructs artificially long source routes which causes packets to traverse a
larger than optimal nu mber of nodes. An honest source would select the route Source → F → E → Sink, affect ing
four nodes including itself, but the malicious node selects a longer route, affecting all nodes in the network. These
routes cause nodes that do not lie along the honest route to consume energy b y forwarding packets they would not
receive in honest scenarios. An attacker creates long routes, traversing ever y node in the network and also increases
packet
path lengths, causing packets to be processed by a number of nodes.

Algorith m for St retch Attack
Stretch_Attack(ip_address)
{
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Ext ract the closest neighbour
If(neighbour!=listed)
{
if (neighbour!=receiver)
{
Forward packet.
}
Stretch_Attack(ip_addres,packet)
}
}
Algorith m for Carousel Attack Prevention
Carousel_Attack(ip_address,packet)
{
Extract closest neighbour if(closest_neighbour!=listed)
{
Forward packet(ip_address,packet)
}
}
Prevention of St retch Attack
Source will first find send primary key using RSA algorith m to the receiver and also then source will send message in
encrypted form. After receiving a message from source, receiver will match key with the message and after it gets verified
the message will get decrypted.
Attack on Stateful Protocols
Directional antenna attack
When forwarding decisions are made independently by each node then vampires have small control over packet
progress but they can still waste energy b y restarting a packet in various parts of the network. Using a directional
antenna attackers can insert a packet in any parts of the network,also while forwarding the packet locally. It uses the
energy of nodes that would have to process the original packet, with the expected honest energy expenditure of O(d),
where d is the diameter of network. Th is attack can be said as a half- wormhole attack [9], as directional antenna
constitutes a private communication channel. It can be performed more than once by inserting the packet at various
distant points in the network, at the additional cost to the attacker for each use of the directional antenna. Packet
Leashes cannot stop from happening this attack because they are not made to protect against malicious message sources,
only intermediaries [9].
Malicious discovery attack
In most of the protocols, every node will for ward route discovery packets , that means it is possible to in itiate a
flood by sending a single message. Systems AODV and DSR perform as-needed route disco v ery are vulnerable,
since nodes may in itiate discov er y at any time, not just during change in a topology. A malicious node has a number
of ways to activate topology change: it may wrong ly claim that claim a new lin k or a lin k is down to a nonexistent
node. Two cooperating malicious nodes may claim that the link bet ween them is down but nearby nodes may able to
monitor commun ication to detect failure of link. But still failures in less distance route can be ignored in networks of
sufficient density. When nodes claim that a long distance route are changed , more serious attacks may possible. In open
networks with unauthenticated routes, this attack is trivial because a single node can emulate multip le nodes in
neighbour relat ionships, or wrongly claim nodes as neighbours. Hence, assume closed networks where lin k states are
authenticated, just like route authentication in Ariadne [8] or path-vector signatures in [14]. To execute the attack attacker
must present an actually changed route. For that purpose, two cooperating attackers that communicates through a
wormhole must repeatedly announce and withdraw routes that use this wormhole, wh ich causes a theoretical
energy usage increase of a factor of O(N) per packet. The number of possible route announce or withdrawal pairs
increases by adding more malicious nodes to the mix. Packet Leashes [9] cannot prevent this attack because the
originators themselves are malicious, they could forward messages through the wormhole, and return only valid routes
in response to disc ove r y. Th is problem is similar to route flapping in BGP, but while Internet paths are stable paths
change frequently in wireless ad-hoc networks, where nodes moves in and out of each other’s range. This solution could
not be applicable because there may be no stable routes in WSNs.
IV.

CLEAN-SLATE S ENSOR NETWORK ROUTING (PLGP)

It is developed by the scientist Parno, Lu k, Gaustad and Perrig (PLGP).Its original version is vulnerable to vampire
attacks and can be modified to prevent vampire attacks. It consist of two phases:
1. Topology Discovery Phase
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2. Packet For warding phase
Topology discovery organizes nodes to trees. Initially each node knows only itself and at end of disc ov e r y each node
should compute the same address tree as other nodes. All leaf nodes are physical nodes in network and virtual
addresses corresponds to their position in the network.
Topolog y discovery Phase
In this phase, every node broadcast certificate of identity including public key. Each node starts as its own group
size one ,having virtual address zero. Groups are merge with s mallest neighbouring group and each group chooses 0 or 1
when merge with another group. Each member p repends group address to their own address gateway nodes. At
the end each node knows every nodes virtual address ,public key and certificate and then network converges to a
single group.
Packet forwarding Phase
In this phase, all decisions are made independently by each node. When a node receives a packet determines
next hop by finding the most significant bit of its address that varies from the message originators address. Every
forwarding event shortens the logical distance to destination.

PLGP i n presence of Vampires
Forward ing nodes don’t know the path of a packet and allows attackers to divert packet to any part of the network.
Honest node may be far away fro m the destination than malicious nodes but honest node knows only its address and the
address of destination. Vamp ire moves packet away from the destination. Theoretical energy increase of O(d) where d
is the network diameter and N the nu mber of network nodes. In the worst case packet returns to vampire as it can reroute.
V.

PROVABLE S E CURI T Y AGAINST VAMP I RE ATTAC KS

No-backtracking property: Satisfied for a g iven packet if and only if it consistently makes progress toward its
destination in the logical network address space. More formally: No-backtracking is satisfied if ev er y packet p traverses
the same number of hops whether or not an adversary is present in the network. Nodes keep track of route cost. No
backtracking imp lies Vampire resistance. PLGP does not satisfy No-backtracking property: In PLGP packets are
forwarded along the shortest route through the tree that is allowed by the physical topology. The tree implicit ly reflects
the topology and every node keeps a similar copy of the address tree, every node can check the optimal next logical
hop. This is not sufficient for no-backtracking to hold because nodes cannot be certain of the path previously traversed
by a packet. Adversaries can always lie about their local met ric cost. PLGP is still vulnerable.
VI.

PROPOS ED S YS TEM

Proposed PLGP wi th attestati ons (PLGPa):
Add a verifiable path history to every PLGP packet .PLGPa uses this packet history together with PLGP’s t ree routing
structure so ever y node can securely verify progress wh ich prevents any significant adversarial influence on the path
taken by any packet which traverses at least one honest node. These signatures form a chain attached to every
packet and allows any node receiving it to validate its path. To ensure that the packet has never travelled away fro m
its destination in the logical address space, every forwarding node verifies the attestation chain.
PLGPa satisfies no-backtracking - All messages are signed by their originator. Attacker can only alter packet fields
that are changed enroute, so only the route attestation field can be altered, shortened, or removed entirely. Use one-way
signature chain construction to prevent truncation.PLGPa never floods and its packet forwarding overhead is
favourable. It demonstrates more equitable routing load distribution and path diversity. Even without hardware, the
cryptographic computation required for PLGPa is t ractable even on 8- bit processors.
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VII. RE S ULT ANAL YSIS
Carousal Attack Detection- In this attack it is shown that message should pass through sender, second, and third node to
receiver. But here third node is malicious node and instead of forwarding message to receiver it starts looping by sending
it to second node. Below are the screens of sender, second , third and receiver node respectively.
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Carousal Attack Prevention : In this third node is blocked and message reaches to receiver fro m second node.
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Stretch Attack Detection and Prevention: In this attack receiver node specifies number o f nodes through which
message comes to it that is hope count. If message passes through all nodes attack is detected and if it passes through
specified number of nodes attack is said to be prevented.
VIII.

RES ULT S E T

Results show that depending on the location of the attacker, network energy expenditure during the forwarding phase
increases from bet ween 50 to 1,000 percent and also proposed defences against some of the forwarding-phase attacks
and PLGPa that bounds damage fro m Vampire attacks by verifying packets.
IX.

CO N CL USI O N

This paper defined Vampire attacks also known as a new class of resource consumption attacks that use routing protocols
to completely disable ad hoc wireless sensor networks by reducing battery life of nodes. These attacks do not rely on
specific protocols or implementations instead of it exposes vulnerabilit ies in a number of well-kno wn protocol classes.
They also have shown a number of p roof-of-concept attacks against existing routing protocols using a less
number of weak attackers, and determined their attack success on topology of 30 nodes. Depending on the location of
the attacker, network energy expenditure during the forwarding phase increases. Authors proposed defenses against some
of the forwarding-phase attacks and described PLGPa.By checking that packets consistently make p rogress toward their
destinations, the first sensor network routing protocol that bounds damage fro m Vampire attacks .
X.

FUTURE S COPE

Ad hoc wireless sensor networks promise excit ing new applications in the near future. As WSN’s become mo re and
more crucial to eve ryday life availab ility fau lts become less tolerable. Thus high availability of these nodes is
crit ical and must hold even under malicious conditions.
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